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“Through his employment of typography and layout, Massin 
brings life into two-dimensional surfaces, by his subversion 

and rejection of all traditional literary and visual  conventions, 
creating compositions which are seen, read, and experienced 

through an intrinsic materiality in his designs.  This intrinsic 
materiality can be defined as the creation and manipulation of 

space, movement, and time to create new metaphysical 
dimensions for the book as an existing entity.” 1

1. Jenna Bickhardt, “The Materiality of Massin.” Google Docs. May 10th, 2020, https://docs.google.com/
document/d/1DOJk__z2RRPdBwKefqDINxrMhQO-0xxJEk7nvPKBlag/edit?usp=sharing





By employing graphic mechanisms deriving from the work of the 
late Massin and imposing them into our existing present, the 

produced expressive typography compositions seek to pull their 
readers and viewers out of their own existences and into a new 

dimension of spatial and temporal play. 

Manifested within paper cards and typography installations, 
onomatopée, creates a space of gameplay where players read 
between letters, form, and active gesture to communicate in 

translation of associated sound-images. 

In its card form onomatopée is a multiplayer, multi-way card 
game exploration of the sound-image.  Using expressive 

typography and the 2-sided dimensionality of the card form, the 
game asks its players to see and read sounds in a new way.























My intention in this project is to bring joy to audiences 
through spaces of play.  Whether that be within the card 

gameplay or the expressive typography installations, viewers 
are exposed to humourous compositions which materialize the 
urban environment around us.  In the context of confinement, 

the outside experience takes on new meaning, as the streets of 
Paris quiet down and some of these sounds are newly extinct.
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